Abstract. Visual reality is one of the hot topics in these years. Panoramic photography is one of the VR technique. Image mosaic algorithms is the main technology to stitch the little scale images to a large scale panoramic image. In this paper, an improved image mosaic method is presented. Because of using fish-eye images, spherical panorama model was chosen to describe the alignment between a pair of images. A feature-based method is devised to estimate the parameters of the registration model. In order to reduce registration errors, optical flow was applied to local alignment. Before blending the images, a brightness adjustment algorithm base on sample point will be introduced.
Introduction
Panorama photography is a popular way to get large scale photos. Image mosaic [1] is a solution to align and stitch little scale images to large scale image. Image mosaic usually divided into two steps [2] : image registration and image stitching.
The aim of image registration is to register the image in the same coordinate system according to the geometric model. It can discover the correspondence relationships among images with varying degrees of overlap. Image stitching is to stitch the registered images to a large image. Image stitching algorithms take the alignment estimates produced by such registration algorithms and blend the images in a seamless manner.
If the registration is not accurate, the ghosting would occur on the blended image. Another encountered problem is exposure difference. Because of the exposure difference, a boundary between light and shade would appear on the blended area. That will make the blended image look like artifacts. Ghosting and exposure differences are the main problem of all image mosaic algorithm to solve.
Optical flow has become one of the most widely used techniques to image align since its first use. Application of it range from tracking [3] and layered motion estimation, to mosaic construction [4] , medical image registration, and face coding. Numerous algorithms have been proposed and a variety of extensions have been made to the original formulation. In this paper, we will use a extended optical flow algorithm to align image and then use the aligned image to blend. This method can reduce ghosting and exposure difference obviously.
Optical Flow
The Principle of Optical Flow algorithm. Optical flow is the description of motion information of brightness patterns in an image, which can assess motion between two frames (or a sequence of frames) without any other prior knowledge about the content of those frames. In 1981, Lucas and Kanade proposed an algorithm [5] to compute dense optical flow. The method is based on three assumptions as below:
• Brightness constancy. A pixel from the image of an object in the scene does not change in appearance as it (possibly) moves from frame to frame. Let the image brightness at the point (x, y) in the image plane at time t be denoted by I(x, y, t), so we have: I(x,y,t) = I(x+dx,y+dy,t+dt).
(1) • Temporal persistence or "small movements". The image motion of a surface patch changes slowly in time. In practice, this means the brightness of a particular point in the image plane is constant to the motion of the brightness pattern, so that dI / dt = 0. Using the chain rule for differentiation we see that, Pyramid Lucas-Kanade Optical flow. Lucas-Kanade optical flow has become one of the most widely used techniques in computer vision, but in fact it does not work very well for exactly this reason: a large window is needed to catch large motions, but a large window too often breaks the coherent motion assumption! To circumvent this problem, an intuitive way is to reduce the image size. We can track first over larger spatial scales using an image pyramid [6] and then refine the initial motion velocity assumptions by working our way down the levels of the image pyramid until we arrive at the raw image pixels.
Let I and J be two 2D gray-scaled images. 
The gain d L can be computed by an iterative way. According the equations as follow:
we get horizontal gradient Ix and vertical gradient Iy. The image difference It can be expressed as: 
The clear advantage of a pyramidal implementation is that each residual optical flow vector d L can be kept very small while computing a large overall pixel displacement vector d. Assuming that each elementary optical flow computation step can handle pixel motions up to dmax , then the overall pixel motion that the pyramidal implementation can handle becomes dmax_final = (2 L+1 -1) dmax . This enables large pixel motions, while keeping the size of the integration window relatively small.
Image Mosaic
Image Registration. Before blending images, it is necessary to align the images by confirming the position between images. We need to establish the mathematical relationships that map pixel coordinates from one image to another. For standard lens images, the mathematical model is usually established by affine transformation, and the least squares method is used to optimize the parameters. Fish-eye image alignment is relatively complex, because it is not two-dimensional image essentially. Before aligning images, fish-eye image should be corrected according to its projection model [7] .
After correction, we can establish the mathematical relationships that map pixel coordinates from one image to anther. The approach is to first extract distinctive features from each image, to match these features to establish a global correspondence, and to then estimate the geometric transformation between the images. David Lowe's Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [8] is a popular method to find and match the keypoints. RANSAC [9] was used to erase the error matched keypoints. Then we project the matched pair points to the spherical surface according the fisheye lens projection model. The relationship between the matched points P1(x1,y1,z1) and P2(x2,y2,z2) can be defined as: 
The matrix H with nine parameters is the relationship of the geometric transformation. This is a mini value optimization problem. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [10] have a perfect effect to solve this problem.
In fact, there are still small differences between two images after alignment, which derived from lens radial distortion, 3D parallax (failure to rotate the camera around its optical center), small scene motions such as waving tree branches and large-scale scene motion such as people moving in and out pictures. These differences will lead to a problem that the "ghosting" appeared on the merged image. To deal with this situation, we should reduce the difference between two images. Using the optical flow information to remap two images is a feasible way. Three assumptions must be satisfied before computing optical flow. The small differences after image alignment is fit to the second assumption: temporal persistence. Image Brightness Adjustment. Due to camera auto exposure and white balance affected by ambient light, there exist a difference in brightness and color between the images. This is contrary to the brightness constancy, so we should adjust the brightness of the images.
Sample point [11] is one of the way to adjust image brightness. The three image channels RGB are handled separately, and the difference in brightness and color is approximated by a linear equation: 
where a and b are linear transformation parameter. The sample points are chosen from the SIFT match previous step and its neighbor points. MSAC [12] was used to refine the sample points. Regression analysis are used to fetch the linear transform parameters of the three channels. The detail of the algorithm can find in [11] . 
Image Blending. After local alignment, we still need to blend the images to compensate for exposure differences and other mis-alignment. The linear blending method can be used to accomplish this. Let = x/w, and x be the pixel at horizontal coordinate. The blended image can be compute according this equation:
Experiment and Result
Our experiment used a panorama camera with four wide angel lens surrounded horizontally. We take four picture at the same time, so we think the assumption spatial coherence is satisfied. After distortion correction of the four images and cut the black region, we get four corrected images shows in Fig.1 . There are still little differences between them, it can be thought as small movement. The assumption temporal persistence is satisfied. Figure 1 . Four images after distortion correction and cut out the black region. Because of the sunlight, we can see that visible exposure difference appeared between the four images. We use the sample point method to adjust the brightness of the four images. The result shows in Fig.2 . The brightness of four images just have a little difference, the assumption brightness constancy is satisfied. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced a method to get spherical panorama by using fish-eye lens. This method have a nice effect to deal with exposure difference and ghosting. But it is out of work to deal with large motion in the overlap region.The problem of parallax has also not been adequately solved. This method is effective for small amounts of parallax.
